
 

          
 
 

For immediate release 
 

Brand new restaurant concept in South Kensington  
 

Launch party celebrating a unique union between two brands - 
Iddu Restaurant and Floral Couturier. 

 
South Kensington, Harrington Road, London — 21 May 2019 — Iddu restaurant 
announces an entirely new concept - synergy between authentic Italian cuisine and 
high-end floristry in the heart of South Kensington. London will be welcoming a unique 
union between two brands, Iddu restaurant and a luxury florist Floral Couturier, as they 
have designed a magical destination for residents, gourmets and avid Instagram users 
seeking inspiration. The launch party will be hosted on the Chelsea Flower Show 2019 
opening day and coincide with Iddu & Floral Couturier marrying their brands in a grand 
floral celebration.  
 
The new design of Iddu will have an authentic floral feel inspired by Milan’s 
opulence and its latest fashion trends.   
 
Every effort has been made to ensure Iddu’s guests leave appeased, inspired and 
mesmerised. The refreshing floral menu full of signature cocktails and seasonal dishes 
made of organic ingredients, decorated with edible flowers will aim to impress both food 
connoisseur and photo aesthetes. The new floral menu will take Iddu’s guests on tour 
around the North of Italy and tantalised all their senses. 
 
In addition to the new seasonal menu, Iddu’s guests will get a chance to participate in 
exclusive floral masterclasses, children’s workshops and cocktail making classes 
involving botanical ingredients hosted by Floral Couturier.  
 
‘These new changes represent the evolution of Iddu and its transformation into an 
exciting new concept featuring floral heritage and fashion inherent within both Milan and 
London cultures’, says the Floral Couturier owner Natasha Van De Minkelis.  
 

### 



Notes to Editors: 
 
Floral Couturier is a luxury florist brand located in London. It caters for 
uncompromising tastes of our illustrious clients and prides itself on working with the 
most prestigious venues in London, including Luton Hoo Hotel Golf&Spa, One Hyde 
Park private sector, 119 Knightsbridge Apartments private sector, De Grissogono 
Boutique, Virginia Water private sector, Chelsea Longines Global Tour. Floral Couturier 
creates a floral vision for spectacular weddings, glamorous parties and exclusive 
events.  
 
Iddu is an Italian restaurant in the heart of South Kensington that brings the warm, 
friendly spirit of Italian hospitality to its visitors. The food choices cater to the tastes of 
both an opulent audience residing in South Kensington and a plethora of visitors from all 
corners of the world coming to try an authentic Italian cuisine with mostly organic 
ingredients.  
 
For more information, press only: 

Tatsiana Allsopp 
Phone number: 07500937755 
Email: tatsiana@floralcouturier.com 

For more information on Floral Couturier 

Website: www.floralcouturier.com 
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http://www.floralcouturier.com/

